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ABSTRACT

Aims. Naive dynamo models predict that large-scale magnetic fields generated in flattened disc-like structures will be steady and sym-
metric with respect to the equatorial plane, whereas fields generated in quasi-spherical volumes will be oscillatory and anti-symmetric.
Spiral galaxies consist of a flattened disc and a quasi-spherical halo. We thus investigate to what extent this naive understanding of
symmetry properties is realised in composite disc/halo models for galactic magnetic fields.
Methods. We consider generation of galactic magnetic fields in the framework of galactic mean field dynamo theory, based on the ef-
fects of differential rotation and helical turbulent motions (the “α-effect”), using conventional profiles for both generators of magnetic
field in the disc and halo. The halo and disc regions are mostly separated by a substantial contrast between their turbulent diffusivities,
respectively ηd and halo ηh. We solve the corresponding equations of mean field electrodynamics numerically, using contrasts up to
ηh/ηd = 5, while realizing that it might be realistic to consider significantly larger values.
Results. In contrast to our naive expectations coexisting steady symmetric (quadrupole-like) magnetic structures in the disc and os-
cillating antisymmetric (dipole-like) structures in the halo were not found. Usually one component of the dynamo system enslaves
the other: a more dynamo-active disc creates a symmetric field in the halo as well as in the disc or, conversely, a more dynamo-active
halo generates antisymmetric magnetic fields that pervade both halo and disc. Our most interesting models are mixed parity solutions
at the transition between the two regimes.
Conclusions. We consider the results obtained as presenting a challenge for the contemporary theory of galactic magnetic fields. We
note that there is some recent observational evidence for a difference in symmetry properties between disc and halo. We see three
possible resolutions of the problem. The contrast ηh/ηd used may have been too low (values up to about 50 can be argued for but im-
plementation of such values is rather demanding numerically). Another option is that galactic magnetic structures may be separated in
two distinct classes, namely objects with disc-like and halo-like magnetic field structures. To settle this issue observationally seems to
require much higher resolution than is possible with telescopes now available. Finally, of course, can not be excluded that something
fundamental is lacking from our understanding of the origin of galactic magnetic fields.
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1. Introduction

There is a near consensus among dynamo theorists that the large-
scale magnetic field in disc galaxies should be of even parity
with respect to the disc midplane. This is based on the finding
that the most readily excited dynamo mode in thin disc geom-
etry is of this type (i.e. “quadrupole-like”), see e.g. Ruzmaikin
et al. (1988). Although established originally for strictly thin disc
models (with boundary conditions applied at z = ±h, h/R � 1,
where z is height above disc, and h and R are disc semi-thickness
and radius respectively), the result also appears to apply to the
simplest “embedded disc” models (e.g. Moss & Brandenburg
1992), in which the dynamo-active disc is surrounded by a quasi-
spherical halo of higher magnetic diffusivity.

Even so, there have been challenges to this consensus.
Sokoloff & Shukurov (1990) observed that whereas the galac-
tic disc would be expected to support a quadrupole-like mag-
netic field, a dynamo operating in the quasi-spherical halo should
generate a field of odd (“dipole-like”) symmetry, and that the in-
teraction between these two components was potentially of in-
terest. These ideas were explored numerically to some extent
by Brandenburg et al. (1992), but they only found quadrupole-
like stable fields, which permeated both disc and halo, i.e. the

disc dynamo was dominant. Earlier, Moss & Tuominen (1990),
whilst not disputing that the ultimate state of a galactic dynamo
would have even parity, showed that transients with intermedi-
ated (“mixed”) parity might be sufficiently long-lived to be of
interest.

Observations of external galaxies at best give hints as to the
symmetry properties with respect to the midplane of their fields.
The small number of well-observed systems that are viewed
edge-on do seem to host quadrupole-like fields, but the evidence
is not completely conclusive (see, e.g., Beck et al. 1996).

At the same time, attempts have been made to determine the
large-scale structure of the Milky Way field. This is in some
ways more difficult, as local small-scale features can confuse
interpretation of observations (there is, for example, still dis-
pute about the number of reversals of the disc field with radius).
The most useful measurements are those of rotation measures
(RMs) of pulsars (preferentially distributed at low galactic lati-
tudes) and extra-galactic sources (more uniformly distributed in
latitude). Pulsar studies seem to indicate a quadrupolar symme-
try near the plane (e.g. Frick et al. 2001), but other work (e.g.
Han et al. 1997; Han 2006; and Han, pers. comm. 2007) based
on RMs of extra-galactic sources suggests that the field at high
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galactic latitudes might be of odd parity. Recently Sun et al.
(2008) gave a convincing analysis of polarization and rotation
measure data, and came to the conclusion that a large-scale mag-
netic field reversal is needed between the halo field above and
below the galactic equator whereas the disc field has the same di-
rection above and below the galactic equator. This appears to be
consistent with the suggestion of Sokoloff& Shukurov (1990).

This is an intriguing prospect, and provides challenges for
the dynamo origin of galactic magnetic fields. Moss & Shukurov
(2001) studied the interaction between an accreted field of scale
significantly larger than that of the galaxy and a conventional
galactic dynamo. They found fields of intermediate parity for
quite a wide range of parameters. Whether or not such fields are
consistent with the above results has not been established.

Given all these uncertainties and possibilities, we return here
to the study of the interaction between disc and halo dynamos,
inter alia in an attempt to clarify whether solutions that are
quadrupole-like near the disc plane and dipole-like in the halo
can be found.

Before beginning our analysis we note that our intention is
not to give any realistic model of magnetic field generation in
a particular (or even a generic) galaxy, but rather to illuminate
some unanswered questions and obscure problems in conven-
tional dynamo theory as applied to disc galaxies.

2. The model

We solve the standard mean field dynamo equation

∂B
∂t
= ∇ × (u × B + αB − η∇ × B) , (1)

where η is the turbulent diffusivity and α represents the usual
isotropic alpha-effect. We restrict our studies to axisymmetric
solutions. u = Ω�φ̂, where φ̂ is the unit azimuthal vector and Ω
is the angular velocity.

First of all, note that a simultaneous solution of the dynamo
equations in the disc and halo regions is a non-trivial task com-
putationally. In practice we are unable to apply the numerical
scheme to what we feel to be a completely realistic choice of
the parameters governing dynamo action in the disc and halo; in
particular we take a somewhat thicker disc, and a smaller con-
trast in diffusivity between disc and halo, than might be felt to
be ideal, based on observational estimates of length and velocity
scales. We do our best to satisfy as far as possible the different
requirements needed to describe dynamo action in the disc and
quasi-spherical halo, at least with the computational resources
available for this exploratory investigation.

We define spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ), and also cylin-
drical polar coordinates (�, φ, z). Our dynamo domain is a
sphere radius R, with an embedded disc region |z| ≤ d, � ≤ �d.
In the halo at large values of r, η → ηh, whereas in the disc do-
main η = ηd, and there is a transition region of thickness δR.
Similarly, in the disc region α = α0 sin(πz/d), and in the halo
at large r, α → α0 cosΘ, where Θ = cos−1(z − zd)/rf , where
r2

f = (z − zd)2 + �2, ensuring a smooth transition between disc
and halo regions. Latitudinal profiles of α and η are shown in
Fig. 1.

In the disc region, the angular velocity is given by

Ω =
Ω0(

1 +
(
�
�B

)2)1/2 , (2)

with �B = 0.1R. In the halo, Ω → Ω1/r at large r, with Ω1
chosen to give continuity of Ω at r = rd, z = zd, again with

Fig. 1. Profiles of α (lower) and η (upper) at radii R/3 (solid) and 2R/3
(broken) for Rh

α = 5,Rd
α = 40 and ηh/ηd = 5. θ is galactic latitude.

Fig. 2. Contours of angular velocity Ω in a meridian plane. The small
dashed arc represents the inner boundary of the computational domain,
and the disc domain is also outlined.

a smooth transition elsewhere between disc and halo. Contours
of Ω are shown in Fig. 2.

Thus in the disc region we have a disc dynamo of the
type widely used to model galactic dynamos, whereas the
halo region is more akin to a convention spherical dynamo.
Nondimensionalization in terms of ηd and R yields standard dy-
namo parameters Rd

αd = αdR/ηd, Rh
α = αhR/ηd, Rωd = Ω0R2/ηd.

We take a diffusivity contrast ηh/ηd = 5; this value is as large as
we can use reliably with the model without requiring excessive
computational resources. (We base the definitions of Rα and Rω
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Table 1. Summary of results. In all cases ηh/ηd = 5, Rω = 104, h/R = 0.2. SP, DP denote respectively singly periodic and doubly periodic solutions.
M(eq) means migration in the equatorward direction. P is global parity, so P = 1 denotes a quadrupole-like solution, P = −1 a dipole-like solution.
E is the global magnetic energy.

Model Rd
α Rh

α Solution
101 5 0 P→ 1, steady, disc dominated
102 0 150 osc, M(eq) outside of disc
104 3 2 steady decay

105b 3 10 steady, P = +1
106b 3 20 steady, P = +1
153b 3 25 steady, P = +1
154b 3 30 decay
155b 3 35 slow approach to steady P = +1 through oscillatory transients. Disc dominated
107b 3 40 SP in E, DP in P, P→ −1 slowly, halo dominated, M(eq) at large radii, little migr. at small radii
108 3 60 oscillatory in P and E
109 3 200 oscillatory in P and E

131b 5 2 P = +1, steady, disc dominated
132b 5 10 P = +1, steady, disc dominated
133b 5 20 P = +1, steady,mainly disc dominated, some significant Btor in halo
138b 5 35 slow approach to steady P = +1 through oscillatory transients.
139b 5 37 DP in P, 0.993 ≤ P ≤ 0.995, SP in E
134b 5 40 SP, 0.95 ≤ P ≤ 0.97, disc dominated, some field in halo
135b 5 60 DP in P, 0.1 ≤ P ≤ 0.6 SP in E, field mainly in halo, M(eq) in halo
136b 5 200 SP in P, 0.55 ≤ P ≤ 0.80, Bpol in halo, some Btor also in disc, M(eq)

on the disc radius R, which is more convenient for the halo. In
principle one could use here the disc half-thickness h for the
length scale, and this indeed is the standard choice for disc-
dominated dynamos; one definition can be easy converted to the
other – see below.) A representative sample of the models inves-
tigated is summarized in Table 1. The parameter range covered
by this table covers the estimates for dynamo governing param-
eter that look relevant for disc and halo and, for the purposes
of illustration, extends beyond this realistic range. We need to
explore this wide range in parameter space to demonstrate that
the negative result reported would not be overturned by a revi-
sion in estimates for parameters. Note that if the definition of Rα
and Rω were based on the disc half-thickness h rather on the
galactic radius R, as above, then the values would be reduced by
a factor h/R ≈ 1/5, and (h/R)2 ≈ 1/25 respectively. Also the
effective values of these parameters in the halo are reduced by a
factor ηd/ηh. For real galaxies, h/R can be as low as 1/50 (e.g.
disc half-thickness h = 0.4 kps, R = 20 kpc) and ηd/ηh can be
as low as 1/50. Then typical values for Rω Rα become more of
order 10 and 1, i.e. nearer to the conventional estimates used in
disc dynamo models (e.g. Ruzmaikin et al. 1988).

3. Results

The results of our numerical modeling are presented in Table 1
as well as in Figs. 3–11. Note that numerical investigation of the
multidimensional parameter space and isolation of the important
governing parameters is far from straightforward. It would be
impractical to present here all the models explored. Reflecting
this, and to avoid possible future confusion, we retain here the
enumeration of the models from the contemporary log.

We see from Table 1 that the domain of dynamo activity,
i.e. disc or halo, where dynamo action is stronger (determined
by the magnitude of the dynamo number D = RαRω) dominates
and enslaves the less active volume. (It should be remembered
that the dynamo numbers Rα and Rω are defined in terms of the
disc diffusivity ηd, but the halo diffusivity is substantially larger.)
We classify the type of configuration based on the symmetry
of the magnetic configuration and its time behaviour, i.e. we
consider quadrupolar steady solutions as disc-like while dipolar

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Snapshot of poloidal field lines (left hand panel) and toroidal
field contours (right hand panel) in a meridian plane for the halo domi-
nated model 135b – see Table 1.

oscillating solutions are considered as halo-like solutions. We
consider the disc region to be enslaved by the halo when the
field behaviour in the disc is oscillatory, and the halo to be en-
slaved by the disc when its field is steady. That is, the disc/halo
is enslaved by the halo/disc when the behaviour of its magnetic
field is not typical of a disc/halo dynamo, but resembles that of
a dynamo in the complementary region.

We present results for model 135b as an example of halo-like
structures (Figs. 3 and 5) and those for model 133b (Fig. 6) as
an example of the disc-like structures. We only show the time
behaviour (Fig. 5) of a halo-like structure because the disc-like
structures are steady. In Fig. 7 we show the parities and energies
of the fields in the disc and halo regimes separately. Both parities
oscillate, with mean significantly smaller than+1, demonstrating
the dominance of the halo field as Rh

α becomes large. The upper
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Fig. 4. Model 134b: space-time (“butterfly”) diagrams for a) the az-
imuthal field in the equatorial plane – the vertical axis is distance from
the rotation axis; b) the azimuthal field in the halo at distance 0.98R
from the origin; c) the azimuthal field at radius 0.15R. In cases b) and
c) the vertical axis is the angle θ.

Fig. 5. Model 135b: time dependence of Bφ in inner and outer parts
of the disc region at r = 0.1R, θ = 0.495π and r = 0.9R, θ = 0.495π
(bottom and top panels respectively), and (middle panel) in the inner
and outer parts of the halo region at r = 0.1R, θ = 0.25π and r =
0.9, θ = 0.25π (broken and continuous curves respectively).

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Snapshot of poloidal field lines (left hand panel) and toroidal
field contours (right hand panel) for the disc dominated model 133b –
see Table 1.
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Fig. 7. Model 135b: in the lower panel, the time dependence of the
parity of the disc fields (solid) and halo field (broken) curves, in the
upper panel the behaviour of the corresponding magnetic energies.

panel shows the corresponding field energies; those of the disc
and halo regions are comparable and oscillate in phase.

Various transient states between these two extreme regimes
can be found. The results for model 134b are presented as an
illustrative example of such a state in Figs. 4 (space-time dia-
gram) Fig. 8 (temporal behaviour) and Fig. 9 (field contours). In
Fig. 10 we show the behaviour of the parities and energies in the
disc and halo regions. Here the disc parity is close to P = +1,
and is almost constant, whereas the halo parity has a significantly
lower value and oscillates. The upper panel shows the disc and
halo field energies; the disc energy is here larger than that of the
halo. This behaviour can be contrasted with that of model 135b
described above, for an only slightly larger value of Rh

α.
We see that we can find quite complicated temporal be-

haviour and nontrivial spatial structure which is however quite
remote from the naive expectation and hardly can be described
as a combination of disc- and halo-like structures.

Note that the contrast in the governing parameters for the
models 133b and 135b is quite modest, i.e. Rα for the halo dif-
fers by factor of about 3 from one model to the other. It would be
unrealistic to claim that contemporary astronomy can estimate
this quantity to such accuracy.The point is that until now no di-
rect observations of the α-effect in galaxies are available. Even
calculation of the magnitude of the α-effect from detailed nu-
merical simulations of galactic MHD is a highly nontrivial busi-
ness (Brandenburg & Sokoloff 2002; Otmianowska-Mazur et al.
2007) because of substantial fluctuations in the α-coefficient.
Solar observations of tracers for α-effect (e.g. Xu et al. 2007) as
well as laboratory measurements (Stepanov et al. 2006) whilst
being intrinsically important are obviously too preliminary to be

Fig. 8. Model 134b: as Fig. 5, time dependence of Bφ in inner and outer
parts of the disc region (bottom and top panels), and (middle panel)
in the inner and outer parts of the halo region (broken and continuous
curves respectively).

instructive for galactic dynamos. In other words, a moderate tun-
ing of the governing parameters for galactic dynamo can switch
the solution from a disc-like structure to a halo-like one. The
situation looks in general to be a challenge for observational as-
tronomy.

From Figs. 3 and 6 we can see that if the halo dynamo en-
slaves the disc region. then the generated magnetic field may
penetrate from the halo to the disc effectively. However, it can
be seen from Fig. 6 that if the disc enslaves the halo then the
penetration of magnetic field from the disc to the halo is rather
less effective, It seems that the presence of a substantial regular
magnetic field in the halo needs substantial dynamo action there.
However when the halo dynamo is very (maybe unrealistically)
strong, e.g. model 136b, then the disc field may be very weak
compared to that in the halo.

To summarize, it seems hard or impossible to obtain a so-
lution with steady disc and oscillatory halo magnetic fields.
We can demonstrate a clear transition from disc-like solutions
(steady, e.g. models 133b, 153b) through “mixed” solutions (e.g.
model 134b), to halo-like solutions (model 135b, 108). There
is the interesting technical point that at the lower disc dynamo
number Rd

α = 3, during the transitional interval there are a range
of halo dynamo numbers around model 154b where a dynamo
is not excited. Such transitions between disc dominated steady
configurations and oscillatory halo dominated solutions can be

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361:200809808&pdf_id=7
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Snapshot of poloidal field lines (left hand panel) and toroidal
field contours (right hand panel) for the intermediate model 134b – see
Table 1.

Fig. 10. Model 134b: in the lower panel, the time dependence of the
parity of the disc fields (solid) and halo field (broken) curves, in the
upper panel the behaviour of the corresponding magnetic energies.

brought about by decreasing ηh or equivalently by increasing αh,
or by other modifications of the dynamo governing parameters.

We believe that model 134b is the closest approach to our
speculation of a magnetic field configuration with a “halo-like”
solution in the halo and an independent “disc-like” solution
in the disc. We thus show additional plots to demonstrate the
configuration in more detail (Fig. 11). Here the magnetic config-
urations in the halo and disc regions do appear to behave quite
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Fig. 11. Magnetic field configuration in the model 134b: a, b – latitude-
time diagram for r = 0.75 and r = 0.5.

independently. The halo magnetic structure looks like a travel-
ling wave while the disc structure resembles a standing wave
or vacillations of magnetic field – but not a stationary solution.
Note that even such configurations can only be found for very
limited ranges of parameters. Thus our numerical results really
do not support our conjectures outlined in Sect. 1. Possibly, we
should here remember the wisdom of the Russian philospher
Kozma Proutkoff that “Some phenomena remain obscure for us
not because of the weakness of our concepts but rather because
the phenomena are beyond the scope of the concepts”, and so
modify our expectations concerning the magnetic configuration
in the disc.

4. Discussion

The results obtained are in a sense quite discouraging. We were
unable to find the solutions of the type anticipated from our naive
expectations of galactic magnetic field studies, i.e. dipole-like
oscillatory solutions in the halo together with quadrupole-like
steady solutions in the disc. In other words, we were unable to
develop a dynamo model consistent with the conclusions of Sun
et al. (2008). Our most “promising” models, with almost steady
disc fields and oscillatory halo fields (e.g. model 134b), can only

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361:200809808&pdf_id=9
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be found for very limited parameter ranges (while the other re-
sults presented correspond to “typical” solutions obtained with-
out special adjustment of parameters). Of course, it is difficult to
be sure that somewhere in a multi-dimensional parameter space
such solutions do not occur. However, given the efforts here and
in the other studies cited, this perhaps looks implausible.

We should perhaps comment that the oscillatory nature of
solutions could never be directly observable – timescales are typ-
ically O(102) Myr. Definitive determination of a galactic mag-
netic field with intermediate parity would be a necessary condi-
tion for the existence of such a solution – but not sufficient as
steady solutions with intermediate parity are also found. We can
envisage two possible resolutions of the problem from the the-
oretical viewpoint. It may be that we do not understand some-
thing fundamental about the galactic dynamo mechanism. On
the other hand, we may not have implemented sufficient con-
trast between the disc and halo – this is a numerical issue. The
latter option appears less radical and so more acceptable. In
this respect we note that our largest contrast in ηh/ηd was 5
(this is a result of computational constraints) whilst Sokoloff &
Shukurov (1990) discuss contrasts as large as 50. (Although, as
stressed above, estimation of these parameters is very uncertain
– significant direct observational input on this issue would be
very valuable! The question here is what observational quan-
tities would be useful observational diagnostics for turbulent
diffusivity. Naively, estimates of turbulent velocities and length
scales would be valuable.) We would need to improve substan-
tially our numerical implementation to achieve such contrasts in
ηh/ηd. Concerning the observational aspects of the problem, we
feel that the available observations, whilst very interesting and
provocative, need substantial development and confirmation be-
fore they can confirm or reject quite definitively the existence of
distinct magnetic field symmetries in the disc and halo compo-
nents of galaxies.

One further issue for consideration is that our dynamo
model does not include various outflows (e.g. “galactic winds”)
which would naturally make the magnetic systems in disc and
halo more connected with one other (cf. Brandenburg et al. 1993;

Shukurov et al. 2006; Sur et al. 2007). Such an increase in
connectivity between disc and halo might be expected to in-
crease the tendency for the enslavement of a less dynamo active
component (say, the halo) by the stronger one (the disc say), in
opposition to what might be expected from an increase in diffu-
sivity contrast. Thus the failure to produce fields consistent with
the Sun et al. (2008) findings would become more marked. It
is difficult however to exclude a priori that a particular combi-
nation of outflows could not result in a solution of the desired
configuration.
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